SHIPPING

We ship to every pincode in India.
Shipment charges are dynamically calculated based on the weight of your order. Following are the
options available.
By Air - Rs49 for every 500g
By Surface - Rs69 for every 1000g
By Surface Bulk (above 5 Kg) - Rs19/Kg to Rs 38/Kg depending on the location.
As the shippent companies charge by the weight slab of 500g/1000g, Total weight of your order will
be rounded up to the next multiple of 500g/1000g.
For e.g.
1) If total weight of your cart is 374g, it will be rounded to 500g.
2) If total weight of your cart is 1774g, it will be rounded to 2000g
There is also an economical option for bulk shipments above 25kg. The shipping cost ranges from
Rs5/Kg to Rs 15/Kg based on the location.
Cash on Delivery facility is available on all orders above Rs 495/- and below Rs 5000/-, provided the
courier partner supports your location. You can check your pincode for COD option, on any product
detail page
Orders shipped by air reaches you in 1 to 5 business days based on the distance of your location from
the nearest air hub. Orders from metro cities are mostly delivered on the next day or the day after.
The surface shipment takes anywhere between 3 to 7 business days. Wholesale and bulk order might
take another day to process.
All orders placed before 4:00 pm are processed & dispached on the same day. The orders place after
4:00 pm are dispatched only on the subsequent business day. In such cases the delivery time is
counted only from next day.
Very rarely, it might take a little longer to deliver due to the below listed reasons.

>Limitation & unexpected delay from the courier partners to deliver to some locations
> Busy times, such as holiday periods and festive seasons

> Due to the nature of some of the products, we would have to rely on the surface
transport which may take longer time
> The product fails the quality check at the packaging desk and have to source
another piece to fulfill the order.

